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0. Introduction.
1

The project on computerizing Chinese dialect data had its inception

in the summer of 1966 at the University of California, Berkeley. At

that time, Professor William B-Y. Wang, in his two workpapers,
2
outlined

the need fOr a more viable method of handling the vast amounts of data

which are available in the Ancient Chinese rime books, for example,

Gang An and Ji Sran (the latter containing well over 50,000 logographic

entries), and in the dialect dictionaries and surveys which have been

recently compiled in China. [These materials constitute a vast source of

data which has to be analyzed in greater detail in order that our recon-

struction of the earlier stages of the Chinese language may be more

accurate and complete. Furthermore, because until now the most impressive

achievements of comparative linguistics have been mainly in the field of'

Indo-European, a clearer picture of the historical developments in another

major language group such as Chinese (which iG structurally different

from Indo4uropean) would be crucial for a more'balanced perspective on

the nature of sound change in human language.

However, the very vastness of the available data on Chinese has

until now been more of a hindrance than a help, since the difficulties

in tabulating and analyzing this data are almost insurmountable for

individual scholars, or even small groups of scholars. The solution to

this problem lies in the use of digital computers, which can handle great

amounts of data at great speed. Although the initial outlay of time and

effort involved is still by no means minimal even for computerizing a

single rime or dialect dictionary, it is much less time-consuming than

manual tabulation of information. Moreover, the task of coding different

source materials can be distributed to several groups or institutions,
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which in return for the money and effort invested will eventually be 'able

to share in the information provided by the computer. In this way, we

can begin integrating the materials from diverse sources into a compu-

terized pool.of information whioh will yield factual answers quickly and

accurately.

During the summer of 1966, two concrete steps were taken to explore

tho problems involved in the coding of the data. First, Professor Wang

devised a coding system for the material in the Hinya fingyin ahul3

(hereafter referred to as the dhuk) which will be described below in

.detail. Second, Charles N. Li, a graduate student at the University of

California, Berkeley, vas assigned to devise a ccaputer code for Chinese

logographs.

In October,1967, work began on the coding of the seven Mandarin

dialects in the dhul. At the time of this writing the coding of the

tbove-mentionea portion of the ahuk has been completed; the keypunching

of the IBM cards is still in progress, but a sufficient sample Of the

data cards is available to test the computer programs which have already

been written.

After the computer programs. have been sufficiently tested on the

Mandarin data and found compatible with our purposes, the rest of the

dialect data in the dhul will be coded and added. In the future, data

from other dialect surveys, rime books, Sino-Korean, Sino-Japanese, and

Sino-annamese can also be added without any need for major revision of

the computer programs which have been written.
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1. The organization of the data in the HInyil flingyIn zlhul and our

, coding scheme.

The Zlhul contains, roughly, 2700 Chinese logographs with their

.Ancient Chinese classification according to the rime dictionaries GuIng

yan and J1 yan, and their phonetic value in the following seventeen

Chinese dialects: Pekinese, J1-nin, Tii-yuin, Cheng-di,

Ying-zhOu (Mandarin dialects); Sii-ihau, Win-thau (Wu dialects); Ching-she%

Shang-fing (Xiing dialects); Nin-ching (a Gin dialect); Mg-xiin (a Hakka

dialect); GuIng-dOng (a Cantonese dialect); Xii-men, Chio-zhau (Southern

Min dialects); and Fa-dial/ (a Northern Min dialect). (The logographs in

the Zlhul are arranged according to the Peking pronunciation by final,

'initial, and tone.)

This information in the Zlhul is arranged in, roughly, 2700 columns;

each column contains nineteen cells. Cell 1 contains the Chinese logo-

graph, and sometimes the follatfing information:

(1) If the same logograph appears twice in the Z1hul. (i.e. if it

has more than one pronunciation according to its meaning or according to

a particular disyllabic word in whidh it appears as an element), the

compilers also list the expression in whidh the said logograph has a

particular phonetic value. For example, on page 117 we have ttt- which is

pronounced Cket in the Peking Mandarin expressianWM ; on page 64, we

encounter the same logograPh with the phonetic vslue c14 which it has in

the word'Olteti (in the same dialect).

(2) Logoiraphs which have the same phonetic value in all the dialects

listed, as well as the same classification in the Ancient Chinese rime

books (i.e. logographs completely homophonous with the main logograph in
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Cell 1), are listed in a footnOte.

The Coding of Cell 1:

Although the code for the logograPhs which was devised by Charles Li
4

was ingenious, it still failed to present a system whereby a Chinese

logograph could easily be coded and decoded. Moreover, his code was not

very economical, in that it required long strings of code characters

which would substantially increase the time consumed in the keypunching

of the data. The Chinese telegraphic code5 was, therefore, adopted for

the coding of Cell I. This latter code, althour:h still not very satis-

factory in many respects, was found to be more useful for our purposes

than ii'i code. In his final report (Li 1967), Li summarizes the problems

involved:

qbe problems involved in devising a character coding system

are of three types. The first type of problems has to do with the

establishment of an isomorphic relation between the codes and the

characters; the second type is concerned with decoding; the third

type is concerned with simplicity. Thus, a perfect coding system

will provide a unique code for each dharacter, a simple and easy to

learn coding procedure, and a direct, simple decoding procedure

that requires no reference to a dictionary. One may choose to solve

only one type of problems and ignore the others. For example, the

telegraphic code is a system which provides good solutions to prob-

lems of the first andsecondtype but completely ignores the problems

of thesecandtype. My coding system aims at a perfect solution to

all the problems, but falls short of its aim. The systent has been

improved in its ability to provide a unique and a shorter code for
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each character. But, the coding and, therefore, the decoding pro-

cedures\as well, since they are merely the inverse of each other,

are getting more complicated. It seems that the only perfect solu-

tion to the coding problem is to employ mechanical means to perform

both the coding and the decoding

In the case of the logographs which appear more than once in the

Zihul (see p. 3), we have added supplementary alphabetic symbols to the

telegrathic code to indicate that a particular logograph appears more than

once. For example, the telegraphic code forW is 4822; its first occur-

rence (on.p. 64) was accordingly coded as 48221½, whereas its second occur-

rence (on p. 117) was coded as 4822B. (It should be noted that the

telegraphic code sometimes also contains an alphabetic code letter; for

example, is 4751½. However, since the telegraphic code always con-

tains four code characters, there will be no confusion between, say, 4751½,

and 04751½, 0475B: it is only the fifth code charaCter that specifies a

case of multiple occurrence in the Zihui.)

Finally, the homophonous logographs are coded separately within their

own matrices or columns. (In other words, they are treated as separate

entries.) We could have easily provided more parts for Cell 1, each part

containing the telegraphic code for the homophonous logographs. However,

we had to foresee the possibility that the logographs in question might

not turn out to be perfectly homophonous to each other in the dialects

covered by other dictionaries or surveys whiCh will be coded in the future.

. Cell 2 and its coding:

Cell 2 contains information on the phonological categories assigned

to each particular logograph by the Ancient Chinese rime books (Gang yin
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and Jf yan). in a few cases where a logograph does not appear in these

rime books, Cell 2 is blank and is coded as zero.

This cell contains the following parts:

Part 1. 16 she (4 ) or 'rimemes'. The 16 she are each coded by two

letters: the first letter denotes either net zhuin (Off )(N, 0, P) or

wii ihuen (At4 ) (W, x), the second letter denotes the ending (0, I, Ur,

N, N, 0). (See Appendix I, Part I.a.)

Part.2. kii-k6u vs. he-k6u vs.,0t7 ). These are coded as

KAI and HE,respectively. (See Appendix I, Part I.b.)

Part 3. Four divisions or dgng ). These are coded as 1D, 2D, 3D,

4D. (See Appendix I, Part Lc.)

Part 4. Tone. i= = 1, = 2, = 4.

(See Appendix I, Part I.d.)

Part 5. Subrimes or yan (14 ). There are about 189 yan. These are

coded numerically according to the she to Which they belong. (See Appendix

I, Part I.e.)

Part 6. Initial or niii (ta ) (40 categories). These are coded by an

alphabetical code based on D3ng Tag-he's reconstruction of the Ancient

Chinese initials.
6 (See Appendix I, Part I.f.)

Cells 3-19:

These.cells contain the information (in the IPA transcription) on the

phonetic value of each logograph in the following dialects:

Cell 3 = Peking (Alt )

Cell 4 = (4141 )

Cell 5 = Xi-in (4:7* )

Cell 6 = Teloquin a4". )
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Cell 7 = Hin-k3u ('ILV )

Cell 8 = Cheng-di (A /if )

Cell 9 = Ying-zhOu ( j 44-1 )

Cell 10 = Sii-zhOu ( )

Cell 11 = Wen-zhOu ( %Hi )

Cell 12 = Ching-shim (4.5"! )

Cell 13 = Shuing-feng ( 4114- )

Cell 14 = Nin-ching ( 10 j )

Cell 15 ( * )

Cell 16 = Guing-zhOu ()ii 11 )

Cell 17 = 191 )

Cell 18 = Chio-zhOu ( )

Cell 19 = Fa-zhau ( -1-)-1

As stated above, we have so far coded only the seven Mandarin dialects,

i.e. Cells 3 to 9 inclusive.

In each cell there may be more than one pronunciation of the logo-

graph: sometimes there are several variant readiags of a ;articular logo-

grath in a single dialect. In many cases the difference among the variant

pronunciations is that between the colloquial pronunciation vs the read-

ing or literary pronunciation. In the dhul, the contrast between the

colloquial and reading pronunciation is indicated by a single underline and

a doUble underline, respectively.

In our code each syllable is broken down into four parts:

Part 1. Tone. (For the symbols used, see Appendix I, Part II.a.)

Part 2. Initial. (For the symbols used, see Appendix I, Part II.b.)

Part 3. Vowel complex. (For the symbols used, see Anendix I, Part

II.c.)



Part 4. Final consonant. (For the symbols used, see Appendix I,

Part II.d.)

Note: Zero initial and zero final are both coded as 0.

The contrast between the colloquial and the reading pronunciation

of a logograph is shown in the following manner: whenever there is a

contrast between these two types of readings, the colloquial pronuncia-

tion is coded within parentheses. For example, the logogreph L in the

Xii-min (Amoy) dialect has these two values: (a) literary kiaeand (b)

colloquial Ai? In our code, these two syllables will be symbolized as

follows (:represents a single space):

C.17 0 P.13P.21CP.3IAPAN 0 (1).13P.21CP.312iP.40)

If there are two or more colloquial variants, but no literary variants,

the colloquial readings are not enclosed in parentheses, but are merely

separated by one space.

The coding of syllabic nasals presents something of a conceptual

problem. For example, the logograph A. has the phonetic value 4 (syllabic

velar nasal) in the dialects of Sii-zhOu, Win-zhOu, Nii-xiin, and GuIng-rl;u.

In this case, what is to be considered the initial, the vowel complex, and

the final? For this syllable we code zero initial, zero final, and 9 as

the vocalic element. As far as our code is concerned, this treatment

accords with the general pattern: only nonvocalic segments can appear as

initials or finals. However, if we are interested in finding the reflexes

of the Ancient Chinese initial a (usually reconstructed as *), then

the nature of the vocalic segment becomes relevant. Our program must,

therefore, instruct the computer not only to examine Part 2 of each cell

(in which the initial is coded), but also the contents of Cell 3 in each

dialect which has syllabic nasals in its inventory.

ii
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2. General notes on the coding format.

In our code each column of the Zihul begins with an asterisk and ends

in a slash. The asterisk is always punched in column 1 of an IBM card.

A cell is specified by CA, where X stands for the nutber of the cell.

For example, cell one is coded C.1, cell seven is C.7. The cell address,

C.X, is always preceded and followed by at least one blank space, except

for C.1, which is immediately preceded by an asterisk. Only the first

seventy-two columns of an IBM card carry the codes; the last eight columns

are reserved for the card identification number. A part (i.e. a division

within eadh cell) is coded P.X, where X stands for the number of the part.

Thus, part one is coded P.1, part two is coded P.2, and so on. For

example, the coding of the column for the logogrmphik (p. 64) will look

like this : *Ca 0 14822A. OC.2 OP.1Z1 .21CAIP.33DP.44P.54P.6K 0

C.3 0 13.12P.2TCP.312.40 OC.1i 0 P.1, etc. OC.9 P.UP.MCP.3333PA

(P.12P.20.3E311).110) 0/
Orepresents a significant space in the code. As stated earlier,

.whenever our code specifies a space between symbols, we have left at least

two spaces blank. This extra spacing allows us to make corrections on the

IBM cards without shifting the data to preserve the spacing required by

the code format. The symbols Which appear'in Cells 2-19 are listed in

Amendix I.

3. The computer program
7

3.0. Purpose. The Chinese, Dictionary Program is designed to read a

Chinese dictionary, Helnyd fingyin zihul, from cards and then print tables

.consisting of certain parts of certain entries. Parts of entries are

printed only if the whole entry fulfills specified requirements. At the



wesent time, specified parts must contain one of several possible choices.

The grogram is organized so that the matChing and printing specifications

say be easily and clearly given. The program can also make a thorough

check of the cards to make sure they are punched properly.

3.1. Organization. The entire Chinese Dictionary Program is actually

a collection of small programs built around the main dictionary-search

program. This main dictionary program reads in the Hinya fingyin zihul

and prints specified parts of an entry if specified condittons are net.

The'subsidiary programs do such things as reading in the print specifica-

tions and converting them into a form usable by the main dictionary

routine, or reading in the match specifications and converting them for

use by the main dictionary routine. These separate programs are all tied

together by a master program called the Executive. The Executive Program

reads control cards and executes programs depending on what the control

card says. The standard form of control cards has a II in the first

column followed by a name. For example:

$D1CT. This calls the main dictionary program. The basic opration

of this program has already been explained. The cards of the

Hanyd fingyin dila must immediately follow. The program returns

control to the ExecUtive Program when a $-card is read.

$PRDIT. This sets up the Print Table. All, or any nuMber of, parts

of a cell may be specified on a single specification card. The

total number of parts is limited only by how much room is on the

printer line (see VIDTH). The following are some examples:

C.1

C.2 P.5 SUBRHYME

(print all of Cell 1)

(print Cell 2, Part 5)



C912 P.2 P.3 INITIAL AND NUCLEUS (print Parts 2 & 3 of Cell 12)

C.17 (print all of Cell 17)

The specifications must be in the same order as in the dic-

tionary entry. Exactly one space must appear between each part of

the specification. If two consecutive blanks are found, the rest

of the card is treated as a comment. The specifications must start

in the first column (i.e. a must appear in col. 1). A limited

check is made to see if these rules are followed.

The Print Table routine reads specification cards and builds

up the Print Table until a card with a '$' in the first column is

found, when it returns to the Executive Program.

$T/TLE. This allows a title to be printed. The dictionary program

doesn't print a title, but this option may be used. The paper is

normally shifted to a new page; then a line is printed. This line

is formed by taking together all eighty columns of the first card

following and the first forty columns of the second card following.

Thus, each $T1TLE card may skip to a new page, then print a single

line.

If, however, the control card is of the form $T1TLE SUPPRESS,

then the next $TITLE card will not skip to a new page. This allows

two or more lines to be printed at the beginning of a page.

Each line is followed by a single blank line. After the two

cards following the $T1TLE card are taken care of, the Executive

Program takes over. The next $T1TLE card after a simple $T1TLE

card will be printed on a new page.

n. The normal field width for the printout of the main dic-

tionary program is ten characters. This allows twelve parts to



be printed out. The $WIDTH n control card changes this field

width to n characters (n is a single digit). Thus, if n is six,

twenty parts can be printed out. The value of n controls only

the printing, not the comparisons used to determine whether some-

AgAng will be printed.

If n isn't a digit (e.g. a letter), a message will be typed

and the field width set to ten.

$PAUSE. This simply halts the execution until the START button is

pushed. It gives the operator time to change the input.'

STYPEWRITER INPUT. This causes all subsequent input to be from the

typewriter.

$CARD INPUT. This causes all subsequent input to be from the card

reader.

$SEQUENCE CHECK. ,This causes the cards that form the anyri fingyIn

ahul to be sequence-Checked. If two cards are out of order, a

Message is typed and the computer halts.

00 SEQUENCE CHECK. ,This stops sequence checking.

$LIST CONTROL CARDS. This causes all subsequent control cards to be

typed on the typewriter.

$UNLIST CONTROL CARDS. This stops the listing of control cards.

$END. This signals the end of the run. A message is typed and the

IBM Monitor Program takes over.

3.2. Method. The main dictionary...routine works basically on two

tables. The Print Table tells what specific parts of each entry are to

be printed in the case of a successful match. The Match Table tells what

thing$ should match. Each entry in the Match Table consists of a part
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nuMber (e.g. 625 stands for Cell 2, Part 5) and a number of choices. If

the specified part of the entry exactly matches any of the choices in the

corresponding entry in the Mhtch Table, then the dictionary entry remains

as a possible match. If the specified part of the dictionary fails to

match any of the choices, the dictionary entry is rejected, and a new

entry is considered.

The main dictionary-routine may also be changed so that it prints or

types a message if the dictionary entry fails to match. This is particular-

ly usefUl when the Mhtch Table specifies all legal possibilities, so that

any incorrect cards may be found. Though the dictionary routine normally

does a partidl check on the entries, it cannot catch all of thr, mistakes

without this change. The change may be easily made by means of a control

card.

If a mistake is found, the typewriter types a message, e.g. ERROR 02,

and stops. When,the START button on the console is pushed, the typewriter

wilLtype out the offending card and halt again. If the START button is

pressed again, the computer will ignore the error and continue is if it

were correct. A table of possible errors, their meanings, and possible

treatments follows:
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Error Table

NuMber

01

02

03

Routine

DICT

DICT

DICT

Explanation

Neither a 'C' or a 11° precedes a 'It

A 1 ' doesn't follow a 'C.nn'

A '.' doesn't follow a 'C.nl,' or a 'C.nnP'

014 DICT Sequencing error

05 PRINT First character isn't a * or a 'Cr

06 PRINT A '.' doesn't follow s 'C'

07 PRINT A ' ' doesn't follow a 'C.nn'

08 PRINT A '4' doesn't follow s 'C.n P' or a 'C.nn P'

09 PRINT A ' ' doesn't follow a 'C.nn P.n' or a 'C.n Pal'

10 .MATCH First character isn't a or a

11 MATCH A 1 I

. doesn't follow a "C'

12 MATCH A ' ' doesn't follow a 'C.

13 MATCH A doesn't follow a 'C.W .or a C.nn'

14 MATCH A '' -doesn't follow a. 'C.n 10 or a 'Cain P'

15 MATCH A character that isn't a ' ' or a ',' is between
choice fields

16 MATCH The end of the card was reached While forming a
choice

17 . MATCH A choice field was too long



Other possible errors:

(1) C.1 THE LOGOGRAPH

c.4

C.2.JSCIENT CHINESE CLASSIFICATION

(incorrect order)

( ) C.3 P.3 P.4 NUCLEUS AND ENDING (P.3 P.4 are treated as a comment)

(3) C.2 P.1 P.4 P.6 P.5 (incorrect order)

(4) c.10 (letter 0 instead of digit 0)

(5) C.2 P.I P.5 PEKING DIALECT (letter I instead of digit 1)
(too high a part number)

Setting up the Match Table

The Match Table tells the program what the parts of a dictionary

entry should be. If all parts of an entry match the specifications, the

dictionary routine will print out the entry (as specified by the Print

Table). There may be a unique specification for a particular part of a

cell, or there may be several choices. If a part of a dictionary routine

matches any of the choices, it remains a possible match, and will be

printed when the end of the entry is reached. If a part of an entry

fails to match any of the choices, the entry is skipped and a new entry

is begun.

The routine to set up the Match Table is called by a $MATCH card.
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This card must be followed by cards specifying what parts must match with

which choices. Each card gives information about one part. For example:

C,1 /1572/,/3632/,__./6011/ /5006/

C.2 P.1.../410/, /XG/

C.2 P.2..../KAI/

The specifications must be in the same order as in the dictionary

entry. Exactly one space must occur between the C-part and the P-part of

the specification. The specifications must start in the first column

(i.e. a V must appear in col. 1).

When the Match Table routine reads a card with a Iv in the first

column, it returns to the Executive Program.

4. Errors in the Ahul.

As ShI Wen-tio pointed out in his review (1963), the Zlhul contains

numerous errors of various types. In the course of our coding, we took

into account all the errors noticed by 8111 and have corrected those for

-n

which he gives the necessary correction. Unfortunately, Shi did not have

the opportunity to weed out all the errors in the ahul, but merely listed

the types of errors whidh occur, giving several examples for each. There-

fore, we had to be on the alert to catch the remaining errors and correct

them to the best of our ability. A list of the errata in the ahul is

given in Appendix III of this report. It includes the specific errors

mentioned by ShI, as well as those discovered by our coders.

Some of the errors were easily corrected. Others, although we noted

the error involved, were not corrected, since to do so would rewire a

consultation with native speakers of the pertinent dialects. In many

cases, our errata list merely states that a certain form may be erroneously
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transcribed or that some element is missing, but we were unable to provide

the correct form. In those cases where an element is omitted, we have

coded the missing part as XX; thus, the computer will be able to retrieve

all incomplete entries, and we shall be able to correct them in the

future by consulting Chinese informants. We shall simply have to go

through our errata list and attempt to correct other types of errors as

the occasion arises.

Most of the errors found in the Zihui can be classified under the

following headings:

(1) Omission.

Tone marks are omitted quite frequently. There is reason to suspect

that in many cases a nasalization mark is missing, but there was no way

of checking this supposition.

(2) Miswritten or wrong logographs in Cell 2.

There are numerous cases of this throughout the Alia. For example,

on page 29, Cell 2, Part 6 for the logograph X has 1Y instead of 0 ;

on page 25, Cell 2, Part 6 for the logograph 4fjt has 5& instead of

(3) Mismatch between the rimeme ( ) and the subrime ).

For example, on page 38, Cell 2, Parts 1 and 5 of the logograph

do not match, since fi is a subrime of Ji not of ft
(4) Mismatch between a dialect form and the phonetic inventory of the

same dialect (as listed in the introductory chapter of the Zlhul).

This type of mismatch often involves tones as well as the segmental

elements. For example, on page 4, the logograph 4- in the Tii-yuin

dialect (Cell 6) is listed as being rf in tone, wtereas, according to

the inventory of tones for this dialect, there is no distinction between

V. and kt On page 10, the logographiE is listed as having the
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final -iep in Chtio-zhOu, but the inventory of finals does not list this

final for dhio-zhou. According to Shi Wen-tio, in some instances the

phonetic inventory is incomplete as it stands and the dialect forms

recorded in the Zlhul are actually correct.

(5) Haphazard handling of the doublets in Ancient Chinese.

It appears that the editors of the Zlhul either ignored or did not

know how to deal with the problem of doUblets, i.e. those logographs

which had more than one phonetic value in Ancient Chinese and were accord-

ingly listed under different categories in the rime books. In most cases,

the editors gtve in Cell 2 that category which most of the dialect forms

fit, without noting that some of the dialects have a form which reflects

another Ancient Chinese value of the logograph in question. For example,

on Age 159, the logograph I is listed as having i. as its tone in

Ancient Chinese and belonging to the subrime However, in many

dialects this word is read as 4,41 : Hin-k6u, Win-zhEm, Ching-shi,

Nin-ching, GuIng-dOng and Chdo-zhOu. If we consult the Gang yan we dis-

cover that 4: is listed there under the subrime Ai (1. At as well

as the subrime (Akt ). Thus, for the purposes of establishing

sound correspondences it would be better to split such matrices into two

or more matrices, each reflecting a different Ancient Chinese classifica-

tion.

This problem is further complicated for those logographs which have

two different categorizations in the Ancient Chinese rime books: the

editors of the Zlhul have split these into twy separate matrices without

regard to the behavior of these doublets in other Chinese dialects. This

overemphasis on the written representation oZ Chinese morphemes as well

as the overall orientation towards Peking Mandarin results in a skewed

Ii
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picture of the phonological correspondences among individual dialects: in

many dialects the phonological diatinction between the doublets is erased,

perhaps through analogy; the statistically dominant phonological value of

the logograph may replace the less-used phonological value of the same

logograph.

For example, in Peking Mandarin the logograph PiJ has two pro-

nunciations: iau (19y: ) in the expression 5k.4. 'to teach', and

tO.au) (444k ) in the expression Ak14 'education'. This tonal

distinction is duly reflected in the Gugng yan, which classifies the first

instance as belonging to the subrime ( ) and the second instance

as belonging to the subrime (4)V ). However, a glance at the
A

two matrices for this logograph in the Zlhul (pages 144 and 145) shows

that although At in the expression lk-17
PI

in every dialect listed, in the case of

is reflected as a At
1 the Mandarin

in 4/4

dialects, the Ween-zhOu dialect, and the Mii7xian dialect reflect theVOL

but none of the other dialects reflect the expected tone, namely 4011L

Obviously, in the latter dialects the two values of this logograph merged

into one which is pronounced
4. IL

From the point of vlew of comparative morphology, this and similar

phenomena are, to be sure, highly interesting. On the other hand, if we

are primarily interested in tabulating phonological correspondences, the

arrangement of the data in the Zlhul ii very unsatisfactornand, in the

case described, above, would cause the computer to tabulate the following

tone correspondence which is obviously invalid: Ancient Chinese 19t :

Mandarin dialectslf# : M4i-xian dialectjf* : Wen-diOu dialect

: other dialects A/L
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Of course, the number of logographs showing such faculty corresponden-

ces will probably be so small that it will be easy to spot these anomalies.

For our purposes, however, it would have been much more desirable to

leave blank those cells which show morphological levelling rather than the

regular phonological development.

The problem of the doublets in the abut is so complex'that it was

not possible to solve it during the course of the coding. One way out of

this dilemma is to leave the matrices as they are, and then by utilizing a

special computer program, to extract and tabulate all the data on the

doublets and the irregular correspondences which may involve doublets.

Once such a tabulation is available, the necessary splitting of the matrices

and the deletion of the irregular forms Can be effected.

(6) Faulty cognates.

There are cases wbere one would suspect that a dialect form does not

belong in a particular matrix since it shows very unusual sound correspon-

dences. For example, on page 41 we have the logograph which in most

of the dialects has ts as initial (and according to Gang An, has the

initial4 in Ancient Chinese, usually reconstructed as fts); one of

the colloquial forms in the Amoy dialect, however, is °Ica (along with

tsi and cdzi), which does not seem to belong in the sane phonological

category. Again, on page 70 the Amoy colloquial reading of the lcigograph

tellven as tsit,, but no other dialect shows ts as an initial, and

the Gang Tan classification indicates that the Ancient Chinese initial

was a glottal stop. This Amoy form may be a reflex of some other Chinese

word cognate to Tibetan tua ('one') or a loan word from some Tibeto-

Burman language. (Judging from several Amoy forms, I suspect that the

finals and -it are sometimes confused with each other.)
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Nevertheless, it seemed best not to alter or discard such examples.

They can be singled out for special study after the computer tabulates all

apparent irregularities.

In addition to the above-mentioned types of errors, there are numerous

minor errors of omission and commission. The IPA symbols are often writ-

ten cursively; what is more confusing, the same IPA symbol varies radically

in its graphic representation. Thus, i varies from tot, i to i (see

pages 99, 102, and 123 of the Zlhuk).

The general inadequacy of the Zlhul, however, lies in its basic

orientation to the Chinese logograph. Some of the errors which are caused

by this orientation were already discussed in connection with the problem

of doublets; another type of error will illustrate this point fUrther.

On page 166, the logograph is listed as having the following

Ancient Chinese classification:AO-- J. T 145 . However, T :is

a subrime of the ai , not of . Thus, there is a mismatch

between the rimeme ( 114 ) and the subrime (11 ). It turns out

that Gang yin lists two different logographsott and 01, ; the former

is classified as L4f--40, the latter asdfikf. --AV*. Now, 41! is

currently used as an abbreviated form of 4 , since in Peking Mandarin

the wonunciation ot the two logographs is identica4although in Ancient

Chinese the two words ended in -n and -m, resrecttve1y. It appears that

in the Zlhul 419 is the abbreviated form of , since those dialects .

VI

WhiCh have preserved the distinction between -n and -m show-m as the final.

This,raises the question: are there many more mistakei which have

been caused by the use of abbreviated logograPhs? We must _keep in mind

that the abbreviations were usually.devised on the basis. of Mandarin pro-

nunciation, whereas many dialects preserve more original distinctions than
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Mandarin. Second, if written logographs were' used to elicit phonetic data

from dialect speakers, how-mudh care vas taken to see that the informants

did not merely give the pronunciation of the phonetic element of a logo-

gni& if the morpheme represented by a particular logograph vas not cur-

rently used in their dialect? /11 the above case, bath!. andA occur

frequently as phonetic elements in logographs, and confUsion is very likely

to occur.

On the whole, hawever, the bulk of.the data in the Zihui appears to

be valid in spite of the methodological.faults involved in its compilation,

and will Undoubtedly yield muth relevant information concerning phonological

developments in Chinese dialects.



Appendix I.

Computer code for the Hanya fingyIn ahul.

PART I (The code for Cell 2)

(E.) The 16 she (Cell 2, Part 1):

11°
AL= WO

00 WI

= NI kciL = WU

= NU W24

= NM J4 = WN

NG

1/7 = °G
= WG

ir = PG = XG

(b) vs. he-kau (Cell 2, Part 2):

= KAI

xi HE

The four ding (Cell 2, Part 3):

3D

14- = 2D

= 3D

NG it= 42)

(d) The four tones (Cell 2, Part 4):

1

= 2

= 3

= 4
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(e) The yan or subrimes (Cell 2, Part 5). (Arranged according to she):



(1)&4 (No)

itrt= 2

3

4

it 5

?ftr= 6

4=
4= 8

9

(4) 14 (WI)

( 2 )5..
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(oo) (3)0k44 (wo)

11

12

13

15

1

2

El

El

El



(5) th (NI)t =I 1

2

3

AL. = 8

9

44c= 10

A=ii
= 12

(7) it* (ru)

(6) tir..#01 (wu)

3

= 4

= 5

AIL= '6

= 7

fj = 8

= 9

= 10

=il
1= 12

(8) (WM)

= r? ma 16

4 = 2 16 = 2 4 = 17

4( = 3 Ifi al 3 04 = 18
)C.

= 19Alp

* 5
,

c_
%Irk . ' 1 20

il 6 k= 6 lig 21

A = '7 10 7
4A-

22

*0 = 8 -1 = 8A, gi= 23
0 = 9 )= 9 t = 24

cli`L = 104 it, = 25

ki= 11 1= 26
**.-..,/= 12 ft = 27

13
=

Vitt, = 15

.= 28

*,= 29
$= 30

421.4

= 32
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31



4_4 (NG)

= 1

2

4

J-3:` 5

6

;(= 8

= 9

4i= 10

.#1 = u
(12) *-41(n)

4...=

40(.= 2

3t 4

5

=

(10) 114 4 (ww)

IF= 1 19,4 = 15

ta 2 n 28 161"

6= 3 Ili = 17

k 14 A = 18

4. = 5 At= 19
t= 6 4= 20t = 7 21

if- = 8 fat. = 22

41111 = 9 A= 23

= 214

= 25

26

al = 13 t= 27

28

At=
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-

15 22

16 = 23

17 vt 0 25

18 P1= 26

19 tia is 27

20

21

Cl

Li



I-1
al

in

N
U

ft

441C
ii611

I "
M

O
P

I-I
al

01
4'

tr
t"

13%
r94

N
II

11
U

U
II

II
N

II
N

N
II

11

\
j 1".

IkE
D

-*kW

C
O

tI
.4'

L
IN

 0
e*.

C
O

II
II

11
11

II
II

11
U

nnnunn
n

n

W
14

0244
v4k

444, ut.
rIA

4-
vnik4,

'kr
4

'1.143



(f) The initials or And (Cell 2, Part 6):

Dentals

Atp

iii. Palate. is and retroflexes

= TJ = TSJ

*L.= TJ' = TSJ'

5t= DJ 4114 = DZJ

= NJ = SJ

= ZJ

iv. Velars , etc .

kJ = K
0

1 = Kt Bt = X

g -- G R. = GH

tc=
NG -'-i. = GHJ

iii.. ac 0 (zero)

v. lateral

g_ L

4
4

TS

= TS'

ft DZ

/(1 = s

TSH

TSH'

D7/1

SH

ZH

.,74/41 .}1r,
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-Part II (The code for Cells 3-19)

(a) Tones (Part 1):

(41 = 2

fi = 2B

(b) Initials (Part 2):

Zero initial: 0 (zero)

Stops and affricates:

004: = 3

el 4 = 38

X(Cantonese =

Labial Alveolar Palatal Retroflex, etc./ Postvelar

p p t = T

PH t' = TH

pf = PF

pf' = PFH

b = B

=

ts = TS

ts' = TSH

d = D

= Da

= TC

O .1= TCH

dz = DZ dt = DZR

tE 7 TSR

tE' = TSRH

tS = TSP

ts1 = TSPH

k = K

= KH

kw = XW

kw' = D1H

g = G

Note: Noninitial H always stands for aspiration.

Fricatives:

Labial Alveolar Palatal Retroflex, etc. Postvelar

= FF s = S

p = VV z = Z

f = F

ih = FH s
h

= SH

zhv = V = ZH

9h

= C

J

= CH

= SR

= ZR

S = SP

= SRH

3 = zz

= xv

h =H

HV



Liquids:

n = NH

%.1 R

no= NJ = NG

is NGH

(c) Vocalic nuclei (Part 3):

i I u = U

I 11 Y U 111

= 12 = Y2 o = o

2

e = E 0=03 0 in 02.

E = El (a= U3

E E2 oe = OE

G = E3

41 E4 9 = o4 (Fi-zbaU)

3 = E 5

AE = Al

a to A D=A2

Syllabic nasals and syllabic liquid:

m MI4 n = NN NNG = LL
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Note: A nasalized vowel is coded vowel plus Z. Vowel length (:) is coded

vowel plus W.



(d) Endingp (Part 4):

n = N 1p NJ

t T c =

Zero ending is coded explicitly as 0 (zeizo).

7
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Q

Special symbols:

XX in any cell or part indicates that an element is either missing ar is

incorrectly specified in the ahul, but that we were unable to supply the

missing element or correct the error.
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Flowcharts for the computer program

David Forthoffer

START

SIMLIN
Clear the input buffer

Read a card

Is let col. a

no
1

Y's

1 Type card on option 1

(Branch according to)

the type of $-card

$ TITLE INIT.T

$ PRINT num.P

$ mum INIT.M

$ DICT DICT

$ TYTEWRITER INPUT TY.IN

$ CARD neur CRD.IN

$ SEQUENCE CHECK SEQCH

$ NO SEQMENCE CHECK NSEQCH

$ LIST CONTROL CARDS LISTCC

$ UNLIST CONTROL CARDS UNLIST

$ WIDTH WIDTH

$ PAUSE PAUSE

$ END THEEND



SIMPLIF/ED FLOW CHART FOR THE MASTER PROGRAM

Read. an entry

and classify it

all read in

Is it in one of

Class I, II, III IV?

yes

Store
according to
the class

Fbr eadh class:

Read in .an entry to no more

set up a match table end

Print a heading

Reinitialize to

beginning of class

bead an enti7 0

Does it matdh?)

ri yes

,)

/Print things

delete the entry
from the disk

end. of class
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NOTE: This program is designed to classify any segment of data into

categories with an unlimited number of subcategories with matdh-

ing items.
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Appendix III

A list of the errata in the }alga fingyIn zkhuk.

page character

1
ik

2

5

9

10

10

11

11

14

15

19

Hs in-i Hsieh

cell comment

Ai -uek does not appear in the inventory of

finals

itA -uap does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

s
na should be na.

5t1 f).1 -oik does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

91.1 lacks tone nark.

should be 4, Gling yan giveste

-iep does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

-}9 does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

z- does not appear in the inventory of

initials.

- ieu does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

lacks tone mark.

- iek does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

lacks tone mark.
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page character cell comment

19 tl 10 lacks tone mark.

19 Al 4.71- lacks tone mark.

19 :t 0 lacks tone mark.

24 4- ttipli -ua? does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

26
40P

2 :73
/la

should be ;A .

26 *Pi
2

48 1.1i

should be

26

A .

-0? does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

27 t 2 VLI should be

27 k. ,1347z- lacks tone mark.

28
11

40).11 -ie? does not appear in the inventory

of finals.

29 /jg 2 ta. should be if..: ; * should be

$0.2k

M.1

29 1
2 10 should be 'd .

29 u 2 C7 should be a .

29 111 4F7 *E-
-ue does not appear in the invenbory of

finals.

31 *n z/r4i1j cxua"( should be oats and xue.

It -H-I

Al3

32 t
vX.

33 fa

cxua is from the reading ii;K and xue

from the reading tlidip in Gang yan.

-ie does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

does not appear in the inventory of

finals.
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page character cell comment

33 "1' VP -IX does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

34 4 iffilli
-iep does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

35 IL 241tt c4iie. could be a mistake for ct?lit .

38 A 2 * should be L.Li .

14 Igi 4,1 lacks tone mark.

44 Y. Y. lacks tone mark.

44 4tt. =AM 41-1 -ip does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

46 wA-.
Li

1 ta i, lacks tone mark.

46 A *11 tsi should be

49 * a more common pronunciation is ee .

55 *. 2 T should be _h. .

56 4- 2 ok_ and 51_ represent the same word,

'bank'. In Gang yan, P has two pro-

nunciations, one with the voiced initial

k , the other with the voiceless initial

4 . Some dialects reflect the former

pronunciation; others reflect the latter.

Probably this is why modern reflexes from

Ancient (and PoL. ) appear somewhat

irregular.

59 it: 2 17 should be 11. .

59 M-4 2 A should be i. .

64 *Ito
,...,..; should, either be CtOi or sk,i .

614
ill -a does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

ii
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page character cell comment

65 -18 does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

65 - i does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

67

77

87

89

97

101

113

123

124

127

128

131

134

139

142

154

2. should be

2 .1111 should be IL.
41111 -uo does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

* should be c:tE/u

2 ihould be 413 .

2 should be -86

44411

2

2

2

Jtit
2

44-

lacks tone mark.

- cey? does not appear in the inventory

of finals.

should be

should be

should be t .

should be p0' .

t 'eshould be t '0* .

VI: is usually pronounced ts'au°

10 should be visit .

lacks tone mark.

- au does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

lacks tone mark.

is also pronounced .9,iou*



page character cell

158 k 411 lacks tone mark.ti-7

159 A.,
92.. 2 according to Gang yan, --t- has both a

shIng sheng and a qii shing reading.

159 *X_ 4, -0 lacks tone mark.

159 lacks tone mark.

160 tg ct4I1o(4 should be c-Wiou.

160 414, Si V. lacks tone nark.

162
447?, 41

lacks tone mark.

162 44 ro, 41
lacks tone mark.

162 *47 4, t lacks tone mark.

162 0
4, -fit

lacks tone mark.

162 lit A 41 lacks tone mark.

162 4§.... 2 4 should be 4 .

'163 0 lii-fl
_ual does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

163 141/7 2 irol should be

164 1.9 S', p'z' should be p' 2 9

164 i* 2 t should be At .

164 T) FL 3fh 41 -uam does not appear in the inventory of finals.

164 tIL 2 tg4 has both prug shing and it shiing readings.

166 .g. 2 based on the information given in Gugng

comment
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yan, PI is to be marked ast..-.P+7441)

and 41i is to be marked as 04.
It seems that in the 8hul le is intended

to be the abbreviated form of .

1



page character cell

167 41141

0-38

consent

-am does not appear in the inventory of

finals .

169 41 C should be cad, .

169 *A41 -ism does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

170 tti 2 Gang yan also gives** . The pro-

nunciations of 4411; in 4

and 41141 probably reflect this form.

171 2 should . However, Gang yan gives

three different pronunciations, two in I. ,

and one in :IN'

171 4 -iv) does not appear in the inventory of

finals..

172 10- 2 should be .

172 2 Both Jf yan and Gang yan suggest the

176

179

183

183

184

185

185

185

187

initial for the character

should be

should be/tti

lacks tone mark.

lacks tone mark.

4k should be .11. .

2 should be c#11Z.

et# rai, should be c.±4111

; I should be c +q)/

h- does not appear in the inventory of

initials.

4.
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page character cell comment

189 kt 434 cia could be a mistake for ca.

190 A_ e7t cia could be a mistake for ea',

190 4ff frs lacks tone mark.

193 1?"
2 should read: '144> --A

194 t 2 Oc. should be it .

195
4i1,

2 should read: 11-4 va, 5.f. ifill 4. Gugng

yan gives jt ., i*. for this character.

195 is.

Fa
4 41 nasalization mark omitted (?).

195 i 444i nasalization mark omitted (01.

196 t )fts
nasalization mark omitted (?).

199 N 2 ..1:. should be ..ik .

200 It-- 2 .-...24,-.:. should bek14.

202 / 2 GuXng yan gives both ping shing and shlng

shUng for this character.

203 in A At -en does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

203 1511 A -en does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

203 tli 44 41
-an does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

205 A 2 OL should be "17A. 6

209 PW 2 * should be
--" '

210 K 2
jg-

should be t

211 2
$.-

should be (r,g...

212
/!-, 4441 lacks tone mark.
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page character cell comment

212 t. 441 lacks tone mark.

212 5.0 li -ii lacks tone mark.

212
tio 40 A does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

212 4-.& A -1.1 ts'- does not appear in the inventory of

initials.

213 1/0
2 AqL should be oz.

213 *J1-( 2 AL should be **.

214 A.15L.
2 &should be fil.

214 4,- 2 gi should be ),..

214 lacks tone mark.

214 el .441 lacks tone mark.

216 /* 2 A._ should be 4... .

217 *, ,

2
-5 e
1r should be ,e .

e.--,-

226 3 L 4A-4i -le does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

227 lik 2 I should be

231 ee.w.
-1 does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

232 4- 4, -Pt lacks tone mark.

232
1- 44 41t

lacks tone mark.

240 1 "ifg /11
-(15 does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

240
uw

In 4Af lacks tone mark.

255 Is 2 ff :::: should be At 3:f 5-_-"L

.,-
.



page character

255 14,1

256
!Oci

258

260

260

262

265 Os%

265

265

cell

2

2

2

2

2

)0i1 1

A A.

Gang yan gives

comsat

should be

should be ._

should be

ping shing and clit shing

CAI

for the character )42 .

lacks tone mark.

ji should be IL.
teen lacks tone mark.

...u9 does not appear in the inventory of

finals.

uk... should bera.
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Footnotes

1 The preparation of this report as well as the project described

therein was supported by National Science Foundation Grant GS1430.

2 Workpaper 2 (Wang 1966) presented a system of coding the phonetic

datt ri the Zihuk. The problem of coding the Chinese logographs as'well

as some Ancient Chinese categorizations was left to be solved by Charles

N. Li.

3,The Hny fingyin zlhul (Peking University 1962) is one of the

most comprehensive Chinese dialect surveys available.

Charles Li (Li 1966) devised an alphanumeric code for Chinese

logographs which analyzed the logograPhs into strokes, each specified by

a code letter; the relative position of the stroke within the logograph

was indicated by reference to the horizontal and vertical axes.

5 The Chinese Telegraphic Code can be found in, for example, the

Modern Chinese-English technical and general dictionary (McGraw-Hill, 1963),

Vol. 1.

6 The Choice of Wing's reconstruction (D6ng 1954) was entirely arbi-

trary; our coding scheme will in no way prejudice the results since it

faithfUlly preserves the existing distinctions'without necessarily specify-

ing what constituted these distinctions.

7 This section of the report, as well as Appendix II, was written by

David Forthoffer, a programmer for the project.


